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the dawn cell is generally thought to be larger than the

Abstract. Dayside ionospheric convection at high latitudes has been examined during a seriesof experiments
using the Sondrestrom radar together with ancillary ob-

dusk cell, and the conversewhen By > O. This has the
effect of shifting the location of the center of the dayside antisunward flow toward the prenoon or afternoon
side or it may cause the intrusion of one cell into the
other distorting the pattern or producing smaller local
cells. The polar cap convectionvelocity is also generally
consideredto increasewith increasinglynegative IMF Bz
component. On the other hand, the intriguing situation
of sunward convectionwithin portions of the polar cap
has been observedwhen Bz >> O. The relationship be-

servationsof the interplanetarymagneticfield (IMF) by
the IMP-8 spacecraftß The radar experiments obtained
a latitude coverageof 67.6øA to 81.3øA and a temporal
resolution

of between

14 to 25 minutes.

A total of 17 rota-

tions through the dayside cleft region during April, June
and July, 1983 have been examined. The observations
show two convection

cells with sunward

flow at lower lat-

itudes and antisunward flow at higher latitudes. The flow
commonly rotates through a 180øangle resulting in the
predominant appearance of east-west flowsß Rapid temporal variations in the convectionvelocitiesare frequently
observed. Many of the high latitude variations in convection velocity appear to be directly related to variations in

tweenBy, Bz, and the observedvariationsin daysidehigh
latitude currents and convectionpatterns has been interpreted by some to be the result of an electrical connection betweenthe solarwind and ionospherevia magneto-

the IMF By component,
with eastward(westward)velocity associated
with negative(positive)By. This is strong
evidencefor a direct electrical coupling between the solar
wind and dayside high latitude ionosphere.

portunity to obtain continuous detailed observations of
the convectionpattern and ionosphericelectrodynamic
parameters in the cleft region over a wide range of geo-

Introduction

magneticactivity conditions(Kelly, 1983). In this paper

The signature of the magnetosphericconvectionpattern in the high latitude ionosphereis generally regarded
as a simple two-cell pattern with antisunward flow at the
highest latitudes and sunward return flow at lower latitudes. Some uncertainty, however, exists in the accurate
description of this convection pattern. For example the

we report examples from a series of experiments which
were conductedin April, June, and July, 1983. Geomag-

netic activity rangedfrom semiquiet(Kp- 2) to active
(Kp - 6+). The examplesdisplayedherewerechosento
showconvectionobservedduring periodsof both positive

and negativeIMF By componentas well as the response
of the convection
to changesin signof By.

convectionmodelof Heeliset al. (1982) showsa pattern
which exhibits a dayside region of constricted, relatively
high speed antisunward flow into the polar cap. Away
from local noon, the boundary between sunward and antisunward convection is a tangential discontinuity. Hep-

Observations

The experiments which we report on here used pairs
of antenna positions on either side of the Sondre Stromfjord magnetic meridian to obtain the N-S and E-W components of the ion drift velocity as a function of latitude.
Details of this technique are discussedby Foster et al.

pner (1977) modelsa convectionpattern in which the
transition

in flow from

sunward

to antisunward

sphericfield-alignedcurrentsß(D'Angelo, 1980;Primdahl
and Spangslev,1981; 1983; Barbosa, 1984; Banks et al.,
1984).
The Sondrestromradar (73.9øA.) providesa new op-

occurs

over a broad region acrossthe dayside. There is no tangential discontinuity in the flow on the dawn and dusk
sides in the Heppner model.
It is understood that these models are only approximations to the actual convection pattern which may exist at any given instant. It is well known that the pattern is quite variable. For example, the sign of the IMF

(1981). During the courseof our experimentswe used

By componentis known to affect the patterns of elec-

several variations of the positions and dwell times. These
changesaffected the cycle time of the observations,the
latitudinal range covered, and the uncertainty in the velocity measurements. Additional details of the radar capabilities and analysis techniquescan be found in Wick-

tric fields, currents and convection in the dayside high

war et al. (1984).

latitude ionosphere(Russell,1972;Friis-Christensenand
Wiihjelm, 1975;ivic•larmitl
.....
• et al., lu
•"••u•. •T,
.... By < 0
vvhen

Reduction of the line of sight velocity measurements
ß of antenna
r.^.•. pairs
*
' '
positions
to detcrmine a hor'.zonua•
'
• •
11

•jlll

velocity vector relys on the assumptionthat the velocity
is uniform over the range of the two antenna positions. If
this assumptionis not valid, the analysisprocedurecan
overestimatethe E-W componentof velocity and underestimate the N-S componentof velocity.
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tion lies in a plane orthogonal to the earth-sun line. A
slowing of the solar wind in the magnetosheath would
produce about 4 additional minutes of delay. If the variation were to lie in a plane oriented orthogonal to the
typical 45øParker spiral angle, the variation would reach
the magnetopauseabout 1 minute before reachingIMP-8.
Therefore, a conservativeestimate of the time delay be-

_

tween the observation

v

at IMP-8

and encounter

with

the

magnetopause is between +8 minutes and-1 minute assuming nominal magnetopauseand bow shock positions.
There is a change in sign from negative to positive in

_

the By componentat 1215UT. Unfortunatelythe inter/.

_
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val prior to 1215 UT consistsof missing data. However,
magnetic observationsfrom the high latitude Greenland
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componentremains positive at near 4 gammasuntil 1338
UT when it drops to near 0 gammas and eventually becomes strongly negative at 1343 UT. Bz is positive or
small for most of this interval, turning negative at 1333,

LT

slightlybeforeBy turns negative.

O6

8

Fig. l.

brief 5 minute negativefluctuationat 1240 UT, the By

22 •10 TO 18 01 36

•7

(a) IMP-8 interplanetary magnetic field mea-

surementson April 25, 1983 plotted in GSM coordinates.

From the top are the total field B, Bx, By, and Bz. These
data are 1-minute averages and data gaps of less than

5 minutes have been interpolatedacross. (b) F region
horizontal ion velocities measured by the $ondre Stromfjord incoherent scatter radar on April 25, 1983. Local
time

is indicated

around

the outer circumference

of the

plot and Universal Time is indicated around the inner
circumference. Kp values are shown around the inner
circumference of the plot.
We have examined the velocity computations by conducting an experiment using 4 beam positionsat 30• elevation

in the northward

direction.

The azimuths

meridianchainof stationsindicatethat By wasnegative
for the interval from l100 UT to 1215 UT. Except for a

of the

positionswere-26 ø, -13ø, +13 ø, and +26ømeasuredfrom
magnetic north. Velocities were computed separately using the inner pair and the outer pair of positions. This
experiment was run on April 25, 1983 and again on April
27, 1983 during periods of quiet to moderate geomagnetic activity (Kp between2 and 4+). In the subsequent
analysisof these data we find occasionaldifferencesin the
velocity vectors computed using the inner and outer pairs
of measurements. However, there is good agreementoverall, suggestingthat, in general, the multiposition experiments provide accurate velocity measurements. There
may be occasionalsmall scalefeatures in the real ion velocities which cause errors in our velocity determination.
We feel, however, that the points which we will discuss
in the following examples will not be altered by the uncertainty in the measurements.
April 25, 1983

Figure lb showsa polar plot of the ion convectionvelocities measured perpendicular to B on April 25, 1983.
As can be seen from the Kp values shown around the
center of the plot, this interval is characterized by moderate magnetic activity, with Kp _• 4 during the period
of dayside measurements. We would remind the reader
that the plot is not a "snapshot"but rather is obtained as
the radar scansnorth and south while rotating through
the daysideon the earth's surface.
The feature of primary interest in this data is indicated by the shaded region, an interval between 1230
UT and 1400 UT where the high latitude flow direction
changed by about 180 degreescompared with the flows
on either

side of this interval.

While

we are aware

that

changesin flow direction can be explained by several situations, such as crossingthe boundary between convection cells, it is our feeling that the change in ion flow
direction observed during the interval 1230 to 1400 UT
is directly related to the change in polarity of the IMF

By component.In this data, we seetwo changesin the
signof By: one at 1215whichis followedby a changein
ion flowdirectionat 1230UT (0930LT) and the other at
1343 followed by a change in ion flow direction at 1400

UT (1100 LT). One wouldnot necessarily
expectboth of
these flow changesto be the result of crossingconvection
cell boundaries.

Using the timing estimates discussedabove, if the
solar wind disturbance lies in a plane orthogonal with the
earth sun line, then the changein ionosphericelectric field
polarity occurswithin about l0 or 15 minutes of the time

that the By polarity changein the IMF wouldencounter
the magnetopause.
April 13, 1983

Figure 2a and b shows data for April 13, 1983 in
the same format as Figure 1. Unfortunately, the transi-

tion of By frompositiveto negativeoccursduringa data

Figure la shows 1 minute averaged magnetic field
data in GSM coordinates measured by IMP-8 located up-

gap. It is possible,nevertheless,to make some interesting comparisonswith Figure 1. Whereas eastward flow is
observedbetween 11 UT and 1230 UT on April 25 during

streamin the solarwind (Xg,•e- 26/•, Yg•e- -22/•).

an intervalof negativeBy, the high latitude velocitieson

The expected delay time betweenthe spacecraftand mag-

April 13 are westward at the same local times during an

netopauseis about4 or 5 minutesassuminga 400 Km/sec

intervalof positiveBy. This comparisonsuggests
that it

solar wind velocity and assuming that the IMF varia-

is likely that the observed changesin high latitude ion
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flow on April 25 are directly associatedwith the changes
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12

in the signof By.
In addition, we note that the observationsin Figure

2 beginshortlyafter 0900 UT when By and Bz are both
positive. The convection is antisunward between A •
75øto 80øand sunward at lower latitudes.

At about

11

UT Bz becomesnegativeat about-10-/and By becomes
almost zero. The convectionvelocities beginning at 1130
and definitely at 1200 UT show a change in convection
which could be interpreted as an equatorward movement
of the region of antisunward convection in response to
the large negative Bz. Magnetogramsfrom College near
local midnight showsthe onset of large negative bays in
the H component at about 11 UT indicating a substorm
onset immediately following the IMF change. The magnetogram from Tromso near local noon showsthe onset
of large positive bays at about the same time.
Additionally we note that the velocitiesare predominantly east-west. Small poleward velocities are observed
near 0800 - 0930 LT. There is, however, no region of
strong poleward flow as suggestedby models which incorporate a throat. The convectionreversal boundary
on the afternoon side appears to be shear like, while the
reversalboundary on the morning side appearsto be rotational. A more thorough discussionof the convection

reversalboundaryis givenby Jorgensenet al. (1984).
The afternoon high latitude velocitieson April 13 are

eastwardand are associated
with negativeBy. It is interesting to compare these velocities with the observations
on June 28, 1983 shown in the next example.
June 28, 1983

Figure 3 shows the ion velocity measurements obtained on June 28, 1983 in the same format as Figure
lb. Only quick look plots of the IMF provided by Drs.
N. Ness and J. King were available at the time of this
i

,

i

Fig. 3. F region ion velocitiesduring June 28, 1983 using
the same format as Figure lb.

writing. Theseplotsrevealthat By is positivewhile Bz is
variable, fluctuating positive and negative for most of the
interval shown in Figure 3. The Kp values indicate moderate geomagnetic activity during this interval. The convection reversal boundary is observedonly on the morning side and appears to be a rotational boundary from
0700 LT to 1000 LT. The reversal boundary is not observed on the afternoon

(Fosterand Doupnik, 1984). Theseexamples,however,
suggestthat this situation is producedby By > 0 in
contrastwith April 13 where By < 0.
Discussion

We have presented examples of ion velocities from
radar experiments which explored the ionosphere in the
vicinity of the polar cleft. Several features characterize
these observationsand are important to the understanding of high latitude magnetosphericelectrodynamics.
First, we note the rapid temporal variations which

13-APR-83
l
can occur

mE•,
o

N

o

m

g

in the

convection.

At

least

some

of these

rapid variations can be directly related to variations in
the IMF with apparently little time delay. This suggests
that the electrodynamic coupling between the solar wind
and magnetospheredirectly influencesthe distribution of
currents and electric fields in the dayside high latitude
ionosphere. It is di•cult to unambiguously isolate the

.-.E?

•

side.

In this example the afternoon convection cell seems
to reach into the prenoon sector. If so, then much of
the plasma flow above 75øA on the morning side may
originate as part of the evening convection cell. This
is consistentwith previous studies of dayside convection

i

By and Bz dependenteffectsusinga few examplessuch
as shown here. However, the effects described here are
consistent with other well established relationships be13

15

17

19

21

Universal Time (hours)

tweenBy and high latitude convection,currentsand also
with modelsproposedby Friis-Christensen
et al. (1984);
Bankset al. (1984) and references
therein.
Another interesting feature of these observations is
the apparently common 180øchangein velocity acrossthe
convectionreversal boundary. We have rarely seen large
poleward flowsor a constrictedregionthrough which sunward flow turns antisunward. This is particularly true

during periodswhen By < 0 suchas the April la example. During periodswhen B• > 0, like the June 28 exam-

Fig. 2. (a) IMP-8 IMF and (b) F regionion velocities
for April 13, 1983 using the same format as Figure 1.

ple, the evening cell seemsto intrude into the morning
side and one may interpret the large north-westwardly
high latitude flows as consistentwith a throat potential
pattern. We feel, however, that this will require further
investigation.
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